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a b s t r a c t

We have here elucidated the crystal structures of five nostoclide analogues. A common feature in all
compounds is a substituent at the para-position of the benzylidene group. Compounds with either
bromine (3) or hydroxyl (4) as para-substituent crystallizes with Z’ ¼ 2 as result of conformerism. It was
also observed that Z' > 1 in the compound with a para-dimethylamino substituent (1). However, its four
crystallographically independent molecules are conformationally similar. They are not related by crys-
tallographic symmetry due to the offset packing of their CeH … O]C nonclassical hydrogen bonded
double chains. This compound (1) has also crystallized in a chiral space group (P21) despite the lack of a
stereocenter. Such enantiomorphism phenomenon is related to the presence of only one of the two
mirror benzyl conformations with phenyl ring at the equatorial position opposite the lactone oxygen
atom. The molecular mean plane of nostoclide analogues has been featured by high level of planarity,
except in the brominated compound where two twisted conformations occurred due to rotations on the
single bond axis into benzylidene group. The benzyl conformation has been the greatest difference
between the two crystallographically independent molecules of the para-hydroxylated compound (4).
The crystal packing of the compounds is marked by double catemer motif assembled through CeH … O]
C non-classical hydrogen bonds, although CeH … p interactions do play an important role in stabilizing
the crystal packing of some compounds of the series.

© 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The exploitation of marine species as source of natural products
has been rewarding. A plethora of compounds of various com-
plexities has been isolated from marine microorganisms and
phytoplankton, green, brown and red algae, sponges, cnidarians,
bryozons, among others [1,2]. These natural compounds have been
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considered important sources for the search and development of
new pharmaceuticals [3e8] and agrochemicals [9]. Besides, the
chemical novelty associated with those compounds has inspired
organic chemists. As a consequence, several marine natural prod-
ucts have been targeted for total syntheses [10e16].

The nostoclides (I) and (II) (Fig. 1) are marine natural products
produced by a cyanobacterium (Nostoc sp.) symbiont partner
within lichen Peltigera canina. These compounds possess a g-ben-
zylidene functionality and belong to the class of substances known
as g-alkylidenebutenolides [17,18].

These nostoclides displayed moderate cytotoxic effects against
the mouse neuroblastoma cell lines Neuro-2aCCL and KB CCL 17
[19]. Taking into account that P. canina cultures are not usually
contaminated with microorganisms, it has been suggested that
these chlorinated compounds may be allelopathic agents.

We have been involved in the preparation and biological
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Fig. 1. Structures of nostoclides I and II and synthetic analogues [1e5] with ring and atom labeling scheme. The atom labeling of R is shown in Fig. 2.
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evaluation of several nostoclide analogues [20]. It has been
demonstrated that these analogues, at different degrees, are
capable of interfering with photosynthetic electron transport
[21e25]. In addition, we have conducted investigations on the
crystal structures of nostoclide analogues [26e28]. Aiming at
contributing to further understand in detail the structures of such
compounds, we describe in this paper our results concerning the
crystal structure of nostoclide analogues bearing benzylidene ap-
pendages functionalized at para position.

2. Experimental

2.1. Synthesis and preparation of crystalline samples

By using the vinylogous aldol reaction between appropriate al-
dehydes and furan-based silyloxydiene synthon generated from 3-
benzyl-furan-2(5H)-one as the key step [29e31], compounds 1 to 5
(Fig. 2) were prepared in yields ranging from 33% to 91% [22].

The identities of nostoclide analogues 1 to 5 were confirmed
upon full spectroscopic (one and two-dimensional NMR and IR) as
well as mass spectrometric analyses [22]. Crystals of compounds 1
Fig. 2. ORTEP views of compounds 1 to 5 showing the atoms displacement ellipsoids at 30%
shown as spheres of arbitrary radii. Atom labeling scheme for nostoclide framework comm
to 5 were obtained by gently warming each compound in hexane,
followed by dropwise addition of dichloromethane until the solid
was completely dissolved. The resulting solution was left undis-
turbed at room temperature. After approximately 24 h, crystals
suitable for X-ray analyses were formed. They were separated,
washed with cold hexane, and dried.

2.2. Single-crystal X-ray diffraction

Prism-shaped single crystals of substances 1 to 5 were selected
and mounted on the k-goniostat of an Enraf-Nonius Kappa-CCD
diffractometer. Room temperature diffraction intensities were
collected using graphite-monochromated MoKa X-ray beam
through 4-u scans and k offset [32]. The X-ray diffraction frames
were recorded using the program COLLECT [33], and reduction and
scaling of the raw dataset were performed with HKL Denzo-
Scalepack [34].

The structures were solved by direct methods with SHELXS-97
[35]. The models were refined by the full-matrix least squares
method on F2 with SHELXL-97 [35], with anisotropic thermal pa-
rameters for non-hydrogen atoms. The hydrogen atoms were
probability level. Non-hydrogen atoms are arbitrarily labeled and hydrogen atoms are
on to all compounds can be found in Fig. 1 i Symmetry code: x, �y þ 0.5, z.
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placed in idealized positions after their identification in the dif-
ference Fourier map. Then, they were refined with fixed individual
isotropic displacement parameters [Uiso(H) ¼ 1.2Ueq (Csp2 or Csp

3 in
methylene groups) or 1.5Ueq (Csp3 in methyl groups or O)] using a
riding model with bond lengths of 0.82 Å (OeH), 0.86 Å (NeH),
0.93 Å (Csp2 dH), 0.97 Å (Csp3 dH in methylene groups) or 0.96 Å
(Csp3 dH in methyl groups). A summary of crystal data and refine-
ment statistics is given in Table 1.

The programs MERCURY [36] and ORTEP-3 [37] were used
within the WinGX [38] software package to generate artworks.
After the refinements had been completed, the molecular struc-
tures of all compounds were checked with MOGUL [39] tool
derived from the Cambridge Structural Database (CSD [40], version
5.36 of November 2014). Crystallographic data for the structural
analysis of the compounds herein discussed have been deposited at
the Cambridge Crystallographic Data Centre, 12 Union Road, Cam-
bridgeCB2 1EZ, UK, and are available on request quoting the
deposition numbers showed in Table 1.
Fig. 3. Superposition of crystallographically independent molecules present with
either (a) planar or (b) twisted conformation around rings A and C (see Fig. 1 for ring
labeling) and neighbors.
3. Results and discussion

The compounds 1 to 5 are functionalized at para position of the
C aromatic ring (see Fig. 1 for ring labeling). The exocyclic double
bond of all substances presents Z configuration, a similar feature
displayed in eight out of nine nostoclide analogues previously re-
ported [27,28]. In addition, since analogues 1 to 5 present hydrogen
atoms in the ortho positions of the C rings, a non-classical intra-
molecular hydrogen bond (C6eH6 … O2) is present in their struc-
tures (Fig. 2).

Compound 1 crystallizes in the non-centrosymmetric mono-
clinic space group P21 with four crystallographically independent
molecules in its asymmetric unit (AU) as shown in Fig. 2 together
with the chosen AU of the other compounds herein described. The
four molecules in the AU of 1 are remarkably similar from a
conformational point of view, as can be seen in Fig. 3. The highest
root mean square deviation (RMSD) for the non-hydrogen atoms is
Table 1
Crystal data and statistic refinements for compounds 1e5.

1 2 3 4 5

Structural formula C20H19N1O2 C18H13N1O4 C18H13Br1O2 C18H14O3 C24H18O2

fw (g/mol) 305.36 307.29 341.18 278.29 338.38
Crystsyst monoclinic orthorhombic monoclinic monoclinic monoclinic
Space group P21 Pnma P21/c P21/c P21/c
Z/Z' 8/4 4/0.5 8/2 8/2 4/1
T (K) 298(2) 298(2) 298(2) 298(2) 298(2)
Unit cell dimensions a (Å) 18.6803(4) 22.5888(6) 17.001(3) 15.0266(4) 16.7703(7)

b (Å) 6.39240(10) 7.0104(2) 6.0849(10) 5.74850(10) 6.4048(3)
c (Å) 27.5903(7) 9.6324(3) 30.959(6) 35.5270(9) 16.5680(8)
b(�) 90.5934(10) 90 113.330(8) 112.320(11) 95.147(3)

V (Å3) 3294.44(12) 1525.35(8) 2940.8(9) 2838.9(3) 1772.40(14)
Calculated density (Mg/m3) 1.231 1.338 1.541 1.302 1.268
Absorption coefficient m (mm�1) 0.079 0.096 2.797 0.088 0.079
q range for data collection (�) 2.95e25.35 3.42e25.34 3.02e25.65 2.93e25.37 3.31e26.71
Index ranges h �22 to 22 �27 to 27 �20 to 18 �18 to 18 �21 to 21

k �7 to 7 �8 to 8 �7 to 7 �6 to 6 �6 to 8
l �32 to 33 �11 to 11 �37 to 37 �42 to 42 �20 to 20

data collected 37752 9773 45993 25909 15878
unique reflections 11762 1498 5552 5153 3704
Symmetry factor (Rint) 0.1029 0.0444 0.0894 0.1009 0.0821
Completeness to qmax (%) 99.2 98.5 99.5 99.2 98.5
F (000) 1296 640 1376 1168 712
parameters refined 837 135 379 381 235
Goodness-of-fit on F2 1.033 1.033 1.011 0.927 1.008
Final R1factor for I > 2s(I) 0.0541 0.0475 0.0342 0.0432 0.0512
wR2 factor for all data 0.1467 0.1403 0.0842 0.1148 0.1595
Largest diff. peak/hole (e/Å3) 0.220/�0.253 0.118/�0.163 0.242/�0.320 0.131/�0.131 0.249/�0.214
CCDC deposit number 1402321 1402322 1402323 1402324 1402325
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0.1509 Å when overlapping molecules 1A to 1D (largest atom de-
viation of 0.2671 Å for C16). Their conformations are almost
completely planar, except for the benzyl moiety (B ring attached to
the methylene group according to labeling scheme shown in Fig. 1)
twisted by 76.16(8)�, 76.94(8)�, 78.70(9)� and 79.44(8)� in mole-
cules 1A, 1B, 1C and 1D, respectively, from the least-square plane
calculated through the non-hydrogen atoms of rings A and C
(including carbonyl oxygen) and C7. This averaged plane will be
hereinafter referred as the molecular mean plane of nostoclide
analogues. The RMSD of the thirteen fitted atoms onto the molec-
ular mean plane was 0.0377 Å,0.0555 Å, 0.0320 Å, 0.0479 Å in
molecules 1A1B, 1C and 1D, respectively, with largest atom devi-
ation of 0.0618 Å (C6), 0.0837 Å (C4), 0.0513 Å (C6) and 0.0658 Å
(C4), respectively.

The planarity of the ring system involving rings A and C (see
Fig. 1 for labeling) can also be associated with the torsional angle
C8eC7eC1eC2 (see Table 2) in terms of deviation from 180 or 0�, as
discussed in our more recent published article on nostoclide ana-
logues [25]. The N,N-dimethylamino group is coplanar with phenyl
ring C, as observed in the torsions on the N1eC4 bond axis
measuring close to either 0� or 180� (Table 2). Thus, this group acts
as a p-electron-donating substituent. This phenomenon can be also
observed in the CeNeC valence angles close to 120� revealing the
sp2-hybridization of nitrogen (Table 2). In fact, the delocalized
resonance seems to be extended over the ring A up to the neigh-
boring unsaturated carbon, i. e., the Csp

2 -CArbond length is shorter
than an expected single-bond distance (this mean value is 1.441(5)
Å in compound 1 against 1.47(2) Å, the mean value averaged on
3972 structures deposited in the CSD. This shortening of bond
length was also observed for all compounds of the series as
consequence of their conjugated para-substituent (Table 2). In
addition, the conformation of benzyl moiety is the main respon-
sible for crystallization of compound 1 in the chiral space group P21.
Taking the molecular mean plane crossing through rings A and C
and their neighbors as a reference, phenyl ring B lies on the
opposite side of lactone oxygens. However, in this structure none of
the molecules can be related by mirror symmetry. If they could be
Table 2
Selected bond lengths (Å), valence and torsion angles (�) for compounds 1e5.

Parameter 1A 1B 1C 1D 2

O1eC11 1.198(4) 1.199(3) 1.200(4) 1.198(3) 1.197
O2eC11 1.383(4) 1.380(3) 1.382(4) 1.386(4) 1.387
O2eC8 1.392(3) 1.389(3) 1.393(3) 1.392(3) 1.376
XadC4 1.372(4) 1.379(4) 1.366(4) 1.366(4) 1.465
C1eC7 1.443(4) 1.444(4) 1.445(4) 1.433(4) 1.449
C7e C8 1.344(4) 1.340(4) 1.341(4) 1.341(4) 1.337
C8eC9 1.428(4) 1.431(4) 1.434(4) 1.422(4) 1.448
C9eC10 1.331(4) 1.327(4) 1.338(4) 1.336(4) 1.325
C10eC11 1.454(4) 1.445(4) 1.454(4) 1.443(4) 1.466

C4eN1eC19 122.3(3) 121.2(3) 121.7(3) 121.3(3) e

C4eN1eC20 120.2(3) 120.3(3) 120.8(3) 121.1(3) e

C19eN1eC20 116.2(3) 117.8(3) 117.1(3) 117.3(3) e

C2eC1eC7eC8 176.1(3) 177.1(3) 177.8(3) 177.6(3) 180
C6eC1eC7eC8 �1.4(5) �0.4(5) �1.5(5) 0.0(5) 0
C3eC4eN1eC19 �172.6(3) �175.1(3) �174.4(3) �176.4(3) e

C3eC4eN1eC20 �5.8(4) �4.7(4) �2.2(4) �3.4(5) e

C5eC4eN1eC19 8.3(4) 5.3(4) 5.2(4) 4.2(5) e

C5eC4eN1eC20 175.0(3) 175.7(3) 177.4(3) 177.3(3) e

C9eC10eC12eC13 25.0(5) 24.9(5) 26.4(5) 25.7(5) 0
C11eC10eC12eC13 �155.3(3) �155.1(3) �154.2(3) �153.2(3) 180
C10eC12eC13eC14 92.5(3) 95.7(4) 91.3(3) 93.4(3) 88.95
C10eC12eC13eC18b �88.1(4) �85.6(4) �89.2(4) �86.7(4) �88.

a X is N1 in compounds 1 and 2, Br1 in compound 3, O3 in compound 4 and C19 in co
b In compound 2, C18 is the mirror image of C14 reflected through the mirror plane a
related by such symmetry element, the mirror molecules would
differ conformationally from those found in the crystal structure
reported here by a rotation of 60� towards the nostoclide mean
plane on the bond axis between the a-carbon and the methylene
one (C10eC12. In other words, there is only one of the two con-
formations with phenyl ring C at the equatorial position opposite to
the lactone oxygen either above or below the molecular mean
plane. Unfortunately, the absolute configuration could not be
determined from X-ray crystallographic analysis. This was not
possible due to the fact that the most electron-rich atom (O) does
not have a large enough anomalous scattering (using MoKa radia-
tion) to allow the determination of reliable Flack parameter with
standard uncertainty lower than the safe upper limit of 0.10.

Compound 2, containing a para-nitro functionality instead of
the N,N-dimethylamino group of compound 1, crystallizes with a
half of one molecule in the asymmetric unit (Fig. 2). This is due to
the location of one molecule on a symmetry element present in the
centrosymmetric orthorhombic space group Pnma. Except for
phenyl ring B, compound 2 is completely planar with all atoms
(includingmethylene carbon C12 and those of phenyl ring B labeled
as C13 and C16) sitting on amirror plane at (y,½, z). In fact, only four
atoms are outside the m mirror plane normal to b crystallographic
axis and passing through the remaining atoms (C14, C14i, C15, and
C15i). Consequently, these four atoms are normal to the m mirror
plane and the phenyl ring B is also oriented towards opposite side
of lactone oxygen in compound 2, forming an angle of 90.00(5)�

with the molecular plane. Because of these geometric features,
compounds 1 and 2 are, therefore, conformationally similar in
terms of the planar fragment formed by the rings A and C and the
twist angle of the phenyl ring B in relation to the lactone oxygen
present in the planar moiety (Fig. 3). However, compounds 1 and 2
do slightly differ in terms of a rotation on the bond axis between
the C10 a-carbon and C12 methylene atoms (Fig. 3). While the syn
torsional angle around this bond axis is 0� in compound 2, this
value is 25.5(7)� on average in compound 1 (Table 2).

Brominated compound 3 presents some similarities to com-
pounds 1 and 2 (Fig. 2). However, the presence of the bromine
3A 3B 4A 4B 5

(3) 1.194(3) 1.194(3) 1.208(2) 1.210(2) 1.200(2)
(3) 1.395(3) 1.398(3) 1.379(2) 1.380(2) 1.386(2)
(3) 1.385(3) 1.389(3) 1.393(2) 1.399(2) 1.3846(19)
(3) 1.897(2) 1.896(2) 1.362(2) 1.358(2) 1.493(2)
(3) 1.464(3) 1.457(3) 1.448(2) 1.452(2) 1.450(2)
(3) 1.338(3) 1.330(3) 1.337(2) 1.329(2) 1.334(2)
(3) 1.439(3) 1.441(3) 1.436(2) 1.429(2) 1.439(2)
(3) 1.331(3) 1.330(3) 1.334(2) 1.335(3) 1.331(2)
(3) 1.465(4) 1.468(3) 1.460(3) 1.456(3) 1.455(2)

e e e e e

e e e e e

e e e e e

162.6(3) �166.3(3) 175.63(19) �175.79(19) �171.90(18)
�16.9(4) 17.7(4) �3.8(3) 3.8(3) 7.3(3)
e e e e e

e e e e e

e e e e e

e e e e e

91.3(3) 96.8(3) 103.9(2) 109.2(2) 113.5(2)
�83.7(3) �80.5(3) �79.9(2) �70.9(2) �66.8(2)

(19) 95.0(3) 94.6(3) 134.2(2) 89.6(2) 116.8(2)
95(19) �83.5(3) �84.0(3) �49.0(3) �89.6(2) �63.9(2)

mpound 5.
t (y,½, z).
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results in some conformational changes when compared to the
N,N-dimethylamino and nitro analogues. Compound 3 crystallizes
in the centrosymmetric monoclinic space group P21/c with two
molecules in the asymmetric unit (Fig 2). While rings A and C and
neighbors are coplanar in 1 and 2, there is a twisting into this
molecular backbone in both crystallographically independent
molecules of compound 3. Rings A and C form an angle of 19.46(7)�

and 22.57(7)� in molecules 3A and 3B as a consequence of rotation
on the single bond axis between them (see also torsional angle
C8eC7eC1eC2 in Table 2). Although these rotations have similar
degree values in the two conformers, they occur toward opposite
sides of lactone plane (Fig. 3), as can be seen by the similar values of
the torsions on the C1eC7 bond axis but with opposite signs
(Table 2). These opposite signs are observed when measuring tor-
sions are made on the same enantiomorphs of the conformers, i. e.,
taken into account if phenyl ring B is in the axial position of
bonding to methylene carbon on the same side of the lactone mean
plane. Identical enantiomorphs were chosen as asymmetric units
for this compound. One can also note that axial position of this ring
in compound 3 differs from an equatorial one found in compound 1
(Fig. 3). Furthermore, ring B is almost perpendicular to lactone
mean plane such as in the other two compounds, having an angle
between them of 74.55(9)� and 74.87(8)� in molecules 3A and 3B.
Fig. 4. The crystal packing of compound 1. Arrows detach the displacement of BC double ca
symmetry equivalence between framed AA and DD double chains). An AA double catemer ru
most following illustrations, only hydrogen atoms involved in hydrogen bonds are shown.
intermolecular contacts are labeled as well as the displayed measurements refer to hydrog
A similar benzyl conformation is also observed for compounds 4
and 5, which have a hydroxyl and phenyl group at para-position of
ring C, respectively. In compound 4, there are two conformers in its
asymmetric unit (space group P21/c) with a planar molecular
backbone resembling that of compounds 1 and 2 and phenyl ring B
at axial position such as compound 3 (Fig. 3). The RMSD of the
thirteen fitted atoms onto the molecular mean plane was 0.0549 Å
and 0.0663 Å in molecules 4A and 4B, with largest atom deviation
of 0.106 Å (C6) and 0.102 Å (C3), respectively. This mean plane
forms an angle of 72.05(5)� and 68.38(6)� with phenyl ring B in
these molecules (see also the torsional angle C8eC7eC1eC2 in
Table 2). Nevertheless, these molecules of 4 are not superimposable
due to rotation on the single bond axis into benzyl group changing
the conformation of the phenyl head (see torsion values in Table 2
around the C12eC13bond between methylene and phenyl
carbons).

The molecular backbone of the single molecule in the asym-
metric unit of compound 5 is also planar, albeit not as planar as
noticed for compounds 1, 2 and 4. The RMSD of 5 for its non-
hydrogen atoms of the molecular mean plane (0.0901 Å, largest
deviation of 0.139 Å for C3) is higher than RMSD values afore-
mentioned for analogues 1, 2 and 4. Moreover, the molecular mean
plane of 5 and ring B are twisted by 76.74(5)�, similarly to all other
temers along the [100] direction when packed through c-axis (observe the translation
nning along the [010] direction is highlighted in the bottom frame. In this picture and in
In this picture and in all following ones, only non-hydrogen atoms involved showing
en … acceptor atom (or Cg) distance and hydrogen bonding angle.



Fig. 5. The layered structure of compound 2. The term Cg does refer to centroid calculated through the phenyl ring C carbons.

Fig. 6. (a) The double catemers of 3 are connected through halogen … p interactions. The terms CgA and CgB refer to centroids calculated through the phenyl ring C carbons from
molecules A and B, respectively. (b) Neighboring chains composed by molecules B are interacting through weak non-classical hydrogen bonds.
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analogues (see also the torsional angle C8eC7eC1eC2 in Table 2).
Finally, phenyl rings in the biphenyl moiety are bent by 35.21(6)�.

The crystal packing of compound 1 is stabilized through for-
mation of chains assembled parallel to the [010] direction through
CeH … O]C nonclassical hydrogen bonds between lactone moi-
eties from translation-symmetry related molecules (Fig. 4). There-
fore, these catemers are composed by a same crystallographically
independent molecule. Each chain made up of molecules A and D is
face-to-face stacked on top of one another assembled with the
same crystallographically independent molecule giving rise to AA
and DD double catemer motif. On the other hand, each chain of
molecules B is face-to-face stacked on top of one catemer
composed by molecules C (BC double catemer). There are stacking
angles of 33.13(5)�, 33.18(6)� and 32.98(5)� between the molecular
mean planes into the AA, DD and BC double chains, respectively.
The double chains of molecules A or D are related by translation
symmetry along the c axis (Fig. 4). However, their packing along
this axis is intercalated by BC double catemer, which are displaced
along the a-axis when distributed over the c-axis. If they were not
displaced parallel to the [100] direction, the c-axis length would be
half of the current one as consequence of translation-symmetry
equivalence between AA and DD double catemers and between
BC double chains themselves.
Fig. 7. (a) The centrosymmetric dimers of 4. The terms Cg’A and Cg’’A do refer to centroids
classical hydrogen bonds involving the phenyl ring C of molecule A.
Crystal packing of compound 2 is marked by the presence of
layers assembled with face-to-edge CeH… p contact between rings
A and C (Fig. 5). This interaction gives rise to infinite one-
dimensional zigzag chains running along the [100] direction. In
addition, the molecular layers are stacked along the [010] direction
with stacking distances of 3.5 Å. Neighboring layers have their
catemers growing in opposite directions as shown in top panel of
Fig. 5.

The conformerism observed in compound 3 can be explained
from crystal packing inspection (Fig. 6). In this structure, there are
catemers made up of only one conformer growing along the [010]
direction. These chains are face-to-face stacked to allow the for-
mation of halogen … p interactions between para-bromine atom
and ring C. However, the assembly of the chains differs slightly. In
the catemer formed by molecules B, lactone mean planes are more
aligned than in the chains composed of molecules A. These
leastesquare planes are separated by 1.277(18) Å and 0.121(17) Å in
the chains of molecules A and B, respectively. Such higher align-
ment in molecule B catemers is due to bifurcated non-classical CeH
… O hydrogen bond setting in-plane both lactone and methylene
CeH donor groups from the same molecule and carbonyl oxygen
from a neighbor one. Besides interacting with methylene group in
the molecule A chain, this oxygen atom is also an acceptor from
calculated through the carbons of phenyl rings B and A from molecule A. (b) The non-



Fig. 8. The crystal packing of 5. Catemers running along the [010] direction are detached in the bottom frame. The term Cg refers to centroid calculated through the phenyl ring C
carbons.
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phenyl CeH moiety from another molecule A stacked on a neigh-
boring catemer (Fig. 6).

Compound 4 is the only nostoclide derivative herein described
presenting classical intermolecular hydrogen bonds, namely the
OeH … O]C interaction between para-hydroxyl and carbonyl
groups. Again, this interaction occurs between molecules of the
same conformation, giving rise to centrosymmetric dimers AA or BB
(Fig. 7). These dimers are connected through face-to-edge CeH … p
interactions in which lactone (C9eH9) and phenyl ring A (C2eH2)
frommolecule B are donors to phenyl rings A andB frommoleculeA.
In these interactions, the molecular mean planes form an angle of
63.61(3)�. In this structure, the pattern of weak non-classical
hydrogen bonds helps to understand the observed conformerism.
Phenyl ring C frommolecule A is twisted to interact simultaneously
as a CeH hydrogen bonding donor to carbonyl and hydroxyl oxygen
atoms from neighboring molecules A and B (Fig. 7b), respectively,
while this phenyl ring from molecule B donates only one hydrogen
bonding to hydroxyl oxygen from molecule A (Fig. 7a).

It is noteworthy to mention the role of lactone carbonyl O1
oxygen in the crystal packing of nostoclide analogues. It partici-
pates as a bifurcated non-classical hydrogen bonding acceptor in
the structure of compound 5, being responsible to assemble chains
parallel to [010] direction together with olefin CeH moieties from
lactone (C9eH9) and the unsaturated bridge (C7eH7) as depicted
in the frame highlighted in Fig. 8.

These catemers are stacked along the [�101] direction, with a
stacking angle between the molecular mean planes of 24.62(3)�.
Furthermore, there is CeH… p contacts between methylene group
and phenyl ring C parallel to the [101] completing the three-
dimensional packing (Fig. 8).

4. Conclusion

Wehave here prepared five newnostoclides analogues and their
crystal structures were elucidated. Three compounds exhibit a
Z' > 1 value as a result of either conformerism (compounds 3 and 4,
Z’ ¼ 2) or absence of intermolecular symmetry into the asymmetric
unit (compound 1, Z’ ¼ 4). In the last case, the four crystallo-
graphically independent molecules adopt the same conformation
while their CeH … O]C nonclassical hydrogen bonded double
catemers are offset packed. Also in the crystal structure of com-
pound 1, there is only one of the two mirror conformations with
phenyl ring B at the equatorial position opposite to the lactone
oxygens either above or below the molecular mean plane. This
behavior is responsible for its crystallization in the chiral space
group P21 even though this molecule does not have a stereocenter.
The molecular mean plane of nostoclide analogues have been
featured by high level of planarity, except in compound 3 that is
present in two twisted conformations arising from rotations on the
single bond axis between lactone and phenyl rings. Even complete
planarity of the molecular backbone onto a mirror plane was
observed in compound 2. Moreover, the main conformational
variability among the compounds studied here is in the benzyl
moiety. For instance, the benzyl conformation has been the greatest
difference between the two crystallographically independent
molecules of compound 4. In their crystal packing, there is
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formation of eH … O]C nonclassical hydrogen bonded double
chains in compounds 1, 3 and 5. Therefore, this double catemer
motif is the main supramolecular way to pack nostoclides, although
CeH … p interactions do play an important assembly role in the
crystal packing of compounds 2 and 5. At last, we believe this study
will contribute to a better understanding of how substitution
pattern does affect the conformation and intermolecular array of
nostoclides, besides furnishing their structural knowledge in full
detail.
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